To get my laboratory accredited, where would I begin?

1. Read the Current NELAP Standards
2. Get all your documents together - SOPs, QA Manual, training records, then REVIEW, MODIFY & SHARE them!
3. Make sure you have 2 sets of passing Proficiency Test results for every PT FOT you want to be accredited
4. SHARE! Make sure everyone knows what is expected of them
5. Is your lab's home state an Accreditation Body?
   - NO: Review which AB covers most or all of your Fields of Testing.
     - You may need more than one if your home AB does not provide that FOT
   - YES: Does your state cover all of your fields of testing?
     - NO: You could have two ABs for the FOTs needed if your home AB does not provide for all FOTs needed
     - YES: You must apply in your home state as your primary AB

Go to AB's Website
Complete application
Contact AB for questions